The Virtual State
Science &
Engineering Fair
2020-21 SCHOOL YEAR

Congratulations!


You will be representing our county at the Virtual
State Science and Engineering Fair in March.



The goal of this power point is to explain what
you will need to do to prepare.
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Your paperwork


Your paperwork was uploaded to the State Science and
Engineering Site.



All students have been approved or will be approved by
the weekend.



March 17th: Deadline to send a link to your slide
presentation and poster chart to the state site
(explanation coming).
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Your paperwork


March 22- 24th: If there are issues with your poster chart
or slide deck, I will be notified so that we can fix.



March 25th: Deadline to fix any issues with your poster
chart or slide deck prior to judging
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What is judging at State Fair going
to be like?


Round 1 Judging:
 March

28-30th:

 Your

virtual project (slide deck/poster chart) will be
judged at least 3 times by category judges.

 Not

live
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What is judging at State Fair going
to be like?


March 30:
 Mrs.

Zeiner and finalists will be notified by the state
if you qualify for Round 2 of judging.

 Round

2 is LIVE interview.

 If

you do not qualify for Round 2 judging, you will
not receive an email.

 You

may still be eligible for special awards from
Round 1.
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What is judging at State Fair going
to be like?


April 1st, 9:30AM-noon:
 If

you have been notified that you qualify for Round 2
judging, you will be interviewed live during this time.

 These

interviews will be conducted in a central
location under the supervision of Mr. Thompson and
Mrs. Zeiner .
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What is judging at State Fair going
to be like?


If you qualify for Round 2 judging,
 you
 any

are permitted to have your logbook and

product or device that you may have
engineered/made IF it helps to explain your project.
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What do I need to do?


You’re going to need two things:



First
a

digital poster chart similar to the one that you
created for our fair

 NOTE:

Your chart will have the same title as the title
on your paperwork that was uploaded.

 NO

CHANGES to title permitted.
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What do I need to do?


Second



A 10 minute slide presentation with 12 slides.
 The

slides that follow explain everything!
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You will need to make a poster chart
from the board that you already created


A model for you to use is attached to the email that you
were sent a few days ago.



You don’t have to use all the suggested spaces in the
model, it’s a suggestion only.



One page only, landscape orientation, 8 ½ x 11 size.
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You will need to make a poster chart
from the board that you already created


Smallest allowable font is 14, you may use larger
font.
 Don’t

panic if you had lots on your board! We have
suggestions (following) as to where you can cut back.



Use 10 font for captions or photo credits.


Remember: all photos/graphs/charts must be sited.



If you used stock images from the internet, the url must be
directly underneath the images.
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Suggestions for the individual sections
of poster chart
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(Engineering/Intelligent Machines will have different sections)




Problem:


This should be a very brief problem that gives a little bit of research that
illustrates WHY your project is important using some research.



Example: Microplastics are creating major issues in our environment. A
recent student shows that last year alone, “x” tons of plastics washed
up on beaches globally.

Hypothesis:


State your goal or hypothesis, it must be related to your problem.



Do not explain why you think it will be that way.

Suggestions for the individual sections
of poster chart
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(Engineering/Intelligent Machines will have different sections)


Procedure: Briefly explain what you did. You do not have to give a step by step
in most cases. Do not list your materials.



Data: The most important part, it shows what you observed or collected. The
more data charts/graphs/trials, the better, when possible.



Assumptions or Limitations: You do not have to use this, but, if you do, you should
explain anything that you think may have influenced the outcome of the project:
was there an obstacle in your design and you had to rethink it? Explain that.

Suggestions for the individual sections
of poster chart
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(Engineering/Intelligent Machines will have different sections)


Assumptions or Limitations:


You do not have to use this, but, if you do, you should explain anything
that you think may have influenced the outcome of the project:
 was

there an obstacle in your design and you had to rethink it?

 Explain



that.

Results:


This should be a very succinct explanation that ties back to your data,
citing the data.

Suggestions for the individual sections
of poster chart
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(Engineering/Intelligent Machines will have different sections)



Conclusion:


This is where you can make a conclusion, citing the data.



What did it tell you? If you choose to mention your hypothesis, you
might say that your hypothesis was or was not supported. The data will
give you that information.



This is where you should explain an application for the “greater
good”—other areas that your research might help or support. Think
outside of the box of the very specific thing that you did!

Suggestions for the individual sections
of poster chart
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(Engineering/Intelligent Machines will have different sections)




Future Studies:


This is optional.



If you do wish to continue with additional research, be specific.



Did you learn something from your research/project that has formed
your thoughts about a future project? What would you add/change or
do to extend what you did?

Bibliography:


You can cite the primary references.

Engineering or Intelligent Machine
Projects only


The sections of the poster chart will be different:
 Engineering
 the

Problem and Goal

application/importance of your project

 Methods/procedures
 be

for building your design

brief and

 explain

how you came up with your design.
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Engineering or Intelligent Machine
Projects only


Results of the project
 You

like

can put results and interpretation together, if you



Interpretation of result



Conclusion
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20
You will need to make a Project
Presentation slide “deck” of 12 slides.


The purpose of the deck is for you to showcase your
project.
 Here

is where you may use images or charts/information that did
not fit on your poster board



Maximum of 12 slides
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You will need to make a Project
Presentation slide “deck” of 12 slides.


All text should be easily readable when viewing the entire
page



Smallest allowable font is 14, you may use larger font



Use 10 font for captions or photo credits

Which slides are most important? Where
should I spend the most time speaking?


An important part of any Scientific research or
Engineering project is to explain why what you’ve done
is important (problem), briefly.



You can display that slide on your slide deck and give
more background by speaking.



DO NOT READ YOUR SLIDE.



The slide can be brief and you can speak about the
background for the importance of your project.
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Which slides are most important? Where
should I spend the most time speaking?


Your graphs/charts/data show your work and whether
you:


Did multiple trials, found consistency (or not) in your data.



Did you do some type of appropriate statistical analysis to
give validity to your data and the conclusion that you
drew? That would be important to highlight/discuss.



Can you do more trials before the board is due? YES! As
long as your project is submitted on time, you are able to.
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Slide presentation and poster are due
24
March 17th to Mrs. Zeiner.




Set up your poster chart first


decide which sections you will highlight in your slide deck.



If you have a lot of information on your current board,
consider shortening your problem, hypothesis, materials list.
Remember, minimum font is 14, use a common font (none
was given).

Once you know what your board will look like, you are
welcome to send to us and we can make suggestions.

Slide presentation and poster are due
25
March 17th to Mrs. Zeiner.


Next, decide what you will put in your slide deck:


maximum of 12 slides that you will present in 10 minutes
total.



SAVE YOUR TIME TO DISCUSS YOUR MOST IMPORTANT
SLIDES!

Slide presentation and poster are due
26
March 17th to Mrs. Zeiner.


Create a “script” for each slide so that you know what
you want to say.


We are happy to look at your script. (See sample
attached)



Practice. Have someone time you.



When you record, you do not want to sound like a
“canned speech”.



You may want to record and listen to your slide, and
decide if it sounds natural.

Two ways to present your slide deck
1. Record your voice while you go through the slides.
Your face is not visible.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Once in your slide show, click on the “Slide
Show” on the tool bar on top.
You will see a “record slide show” button
underneath it.
Once you click on that button, you will see
the “record button on the top left.
Click it and begin recording.
Hit “Stop” when you finish that slide, DO NOT
ADVANCE.
Record each slide separately so that if you
want to re-record, it’s just one slide.
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Two ways to present your slide deck
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2. Record yourself presenting your slides on Zoom. Your face will be visible in
the top right corner. This is the method that the State Science Fair officials
prefer.
1.

Open your slide presentation on your computer.

2.

Leave it open and then open a Zoom meeting for yourself.

3.

Put on your microphone and video.

4.

Select the record button, which is at the bottom of the screen.

5.

Share your screen to show your slides.

6.

Make the slides full screen and begin your presentation.

7.

Once you are done, stop the recording.

Video Recording Recommendations


The best camera angle will always be from eye level or
higher.


It’s awkward to watch a video of someone from an upward
angle.
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Video Recording Recommendations


Audio is the most overlooked part of most video presentations, yet
it’s easily the most important aspect.


Not everyone can afford to use an external mic



It’s very important to be as close to the camera or mic source as
possible when recording to minimize background noise.



Speaking of noise


recording in the most isolated or quiet area will be less distracting for
the viewer,



Turn off TVs and any other electronics not being used to make the
video.
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Video Recording Recommendations


Audio is the most overlooked part of most video
presentations, yet it’s easily the most important aspect.


There are also apps out there that will remove background
noise and enhance vocal audio



Will make judging easier, and that could only benefit your
success.
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Video Recording Recommendations




Key to making a video easier to view


Avoiding bright lights or lamps behind or next to the student in
the video



Move lamps or lights in front of the subject to help them
standout from the background if more professional lighting isn’t
available.

Editing


Nearly all phones have video editing software, it is completely
normal to create a video using multiple clips, combining the
best ones, including the use of multiple angles.



Use a teleprompter, there are apps out there for both iOS and
Android that have scrolling text capability while recording from
the camera.
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Video Recording Recommendations


Editing
 Slides

from a PowerPoint, Keynote or other deck can be
exported as static image files

 Allows

easy to import into nearly all video editing software,
including apps on the phone.



Thanks
 Wes

Benwick for the tips and recommendations
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Schedule a review meeting with
Mr. Thompson, Ms. Zalo and Mrs. Zeiner
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Sign-up on the Google Document that
will be shared with you.
Available dates and times:
March 6-12th
beginning at 7:30 each evening.

Recording of slide presentations on
March 15th and 16th

Sign-ups will be available once the
location has been determined.
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